Lesson Plan (Interpretive Listening/Reading – Interpersonal Writing/Speaking)
Subject and Level: Spanish ONE
DAY 8
IPA Scenario/G.R.A.S.P.
Goal: To list the items needed to pack a suitcase for a weekend photo-shooting in a Spanish
speaking Country
Role: Self
Audience: Hispanic students from the midlands who are preparing to go to different countries
and shoot an ad campaign for ZARA.
Situation: The chosen teens from the midlands are ready to go to their destination to shoot a
commercial for ZARA the number one retailer in the Hispanic World and beyond. They need a
packing list to be prepared for a shooting.
Product: Packing list
Can-do Statements:



I can produce a packing list for a week end
I can interpret information about a fashion show.

Resources: (websites and links) ·
Vocabulary: https://youtu.be/st7-39bZhw8
Check resources in TEAMS if video does not play
Interactive exercises:
https://videoele.com/A1-Que-llevan.html
kahoot:
https://kahoot.it/challenge/0564413?challenge-id=b19df630-1aa1-42a1-9c182ef1b5009a14_1585347968771

Assessment: (Important information or rubrics to complete each task successfully)

Rubric: COMPLETE THE ACTIVITIES IN THIS WORD DOCUMENT AND SUBMIT
IT. Do the kahoot using your real name so you can get credit.
Activities:

1. Write your name on this word document
2. Practice vocabulary and structures with the 18 interactive video exercises.
3. Screen print your information about your interactive exercise sheet with
your best grade paste it to this word document:This is what the last
interactive exercise looks like: click on the green i and you will get the
results of your activity along with the grade. That will be your grade, you
can practice as much as you want before pasting it to this word document

.
4. List the 14 items, in Spanish that you would need for a weekend shoot in
your chosen country. Take into account the weather and the activities you
could perform there.

GRAMMAR STRUCTURED PRACTICE /ACTIVITY
NECESITAS
Example#1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Necesitas

UN/UNA/UNOS/UNAS
ROPA
unos pantalones cortos

PARA
ACTIVIDAD
para ir a la playa

